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Hare Vidal, Greenpeace
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A MARKED ABSENCE
OF RELUCTANCE

Who were the hares? They
were mature  reasonable and
experienced females. The
great Ernest Bramah (does
anyone nowadays read the
Kai Lung novels?) has left us
as a guiding principle: Women
never lead men astray, though
they have been known to
follow with a marked absence
of reluctance.

And indeed the hares did
not lead  anyone astray other
than Popeye - and goodness
knows he needs no help in
going astray. So everyone
was happy, especially those
who enjoy a straightforward
simple trail abundant in flour,
unlike last week’s masterpiece
which was none of these
things.
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an exaggeration - laying a trail
is in itself an arduous and time
consuming activity, and it
takes some effort to erase
even one blob). So we
propose an Oldham Scale for
such interventions. Today, a
mere 1.5, last week 4.3.  Hares
should note that the only
remedy for such sabotage is
to go round with the pack....

Once in a fog I laid flour
across private property. The
farmer did more than just rub
out my trail, he laid an
alternative in a completely
different direction; by a
strange chance his flour
ended at a false-trail bar later
in the real trail, so that the
harm was minimal. (Oldham 6)

There was one common
feature though: an attempt,
in this case half-hearted, to
erase the blobs, and in
particular the check circles.
Who is doing this? A
dissident or disgruntled
hasher? An anti-blood
sports enthusiast? Are there
practical jokers all over
Surrey? It is not credible
that one person is
responsible for all the
mischief we are suffering.
Have we now such a
reputation that all men’s
hands are against us?

It is rumoured that long
ago a trail laid by Gerry
Gurney was obliterated and
relaid in its entirety by one
Les Oldham. (This must be

O

It is often asserted, without
proof, that there are no rules
on the hash. Let us pay lip
service to this dictum, ignore
its evident falsehood, and
assert in return that there are
nevertheless hash axioms....
One of these is that the front
runners adjust their tactics to
their knowledge of the hare(s).

So what possessed Popeye
to try the most difficult and
the least plausible of the
paths at the first check? The
consequence was that the RA
never again saw any hashers,
other than late-comers who
had got lost. (And should
have known this car park by
now, for heaven’s sake:
Ancient Mariner, our Uncle
Gerry...)

In general our only hope is the stamina, persistence and
intelligence of the pack. (Hmmmm...) Indeed, last week Atalanta,
at the cost of finishing an hour late, did resolve alone (or with
one unidentified female companion? Come forward this
heroine!) the trail erased all across Smithwood Common.

So many thanks to today’s hares, who appeared to include a
small boy and the dog Cinders. The circle was a bit special; the
GM, late as ever, had done virtually none of the trail, the RA
only to the first view point check. But who allows a pedantic
quest for verisimilitude to spoil a speech? The hares as a result
were not even punished for their choice of colour of flour - yes,
you guessed, white, in snow..... And that view was good:
golden, glimmering, gorgeous. Thereafter we hashed happily
through well-known and indeed attractive woods, the sun
shone fitfully but pleasantly, we were not even cold till the wind
sprang up around the car park. Sunday morning as it should be.
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HARES NEEDED FROM 2 MARCH !!!!!

Directions: Take A23 south from Redhill . Just before Horley
 take B2036 (Balcombe Road). Follow Diversion signs. Turn
Left into Smallfield Road, then left at mini roundabout into
Wheatfield Way. Follow to its end at T-junction. You are virtu-
ally opposite pub. Park in Pub Car Park

1453 16-Feb Spingo TBA

1454 23-Feb Doug-the-tub & Mrs
Robinson

Hindhead

1455 2-Mar Super/Dissa Ewhurst?

1456 9-Mar HARES WANTED

1457 16-Mar Bodyshop/Birthing Blan-
ket

TBA

1458 23-Mar Velcro Headley

1459
1460

30-Mar
06- Apr

Red-Eye & Ratty
Gibber

TBA
TBA

Run 1452

Date 09-Feb-03

Hare Raucous, T-Total

Venue Horley

On On The Farmhouse

SSA New  161 B5

OS

LIMERICKS YOU MAY NOT KNOW

A certain old maid in Cohoes

In despair taught her bird to propose

But the parrot, dejected

At being accepted

Spoke some lines too profane to disclose

There was a young man of Cohoes

Who diddled himself with his toes.

He did it so neat

He betrothed his own feet

And christened them Myrtle and Rose

There was a young man named Colquhoun
Who kept as a pet a babuhoun.
His mother said “Cholmondeley,
Do you think it’s quite colmondeley
To feed your babuhoun with a spuhoun?”.

A very smart lady named Cookie
Said “I like to mix gambling with nookie.
Before every race
I go home to my place
And curl up with a very good bookie”.

And for hashers: There once was a young man named Cyril
Who was had in a wood by a squirrel.
He liked it so good
That he stayed in the wood
Just as long as that squirrel stayed virile”.


